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Solar Car Hero
Washburn High School graduate Jerry Wang (far right), is a member of the University of
Minnesota’s Borealis II solar car team that finished second out of 31 schools in the 2003 American Solar
Challenge race. Team members, all U of M students, built, drove and serviced the car during the race,
held July 13-23 along old Route 66, a 2,233-mile course from Chicago, Illinois to Claremont, California.
The university fielded a team of 18 students, plus faculty advisor Patrick Starr, a professor of mechanical
engineering. The American Solar Challenge is held biennially. The University of Missouri-Rolla won
this year’s event, and the University of Waterloo, Ontario, finished third. More on the race is on the
Web at www.americansolarchallenge.org.
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Where
to pick up

New Century Buffet, 7827 Portland Ave S.
952-888-3177
Mandarin Kitchen, 8766 Lyndale Ave S.
952-884-5356

Brooklyn Center
New King Buffet, 5927 John Martin Dr.
763-566-8300

Brooklyn Park
Panda Garden Buffet, 8089 Brooklyn Blvd
763-391-8061

Coon Rapids
New China Buffet, 105 85th Ave NW
763-780-2636

Chanhassen
Happy Garden, 2443 Highway 7 West
952-474-1990

Crystal/New Hope
Hong Kong Buffet, 4211 Winnetka Ave N,
New Hope. 763-531-9489

Eden Prairie
Eden Prairie Library, 479 Prairie Center Dr.
952-829-5460

Edina
Southdale Library, 7001 York Ave. S.
952-847-5900

Golden Valley
Golden Valley Library, 830 Winnetka Ave. N.
763-540-8290

Hopkins
Hopkins Library, 22 11th Ave. N.
952-930-2740

Maple Grove
Maple Grove Library, 8351 Elm Creek Blvd.
763-420-8377
Chin Yung Chinese Restaurant, 13704 83rd Way N.,
763-420-8940

Minneapolis
China Center, 290 Humphrey Center, 301 19th Ave.
S., 612-624-1002
Carlson School of Management Building
Humphrey Center Building
Hong Kong Noodles Restaurant, 901 Washington
Ave. SE., 612-379-9472
Lucky Dragon, 1827 Riverside Ave.
612-375-1690
My Chinese Kitchen, 304 Oak Street SE.
612-331-4061
Seafood Palace, 2523 Nicollet Ave.
612-874-7721
TCM Health Center Clinic, 6550 York Ave S, #417.,
952-926-4011
TCM Health Center Clinic, 1403 W. Lake St.
612-823-6650
TCM Health Center Clinic, 1313 5th Street SE #212.,
612-379-3583
U Garden Chinese Restaurant, 2725 University Ave.
SE., 612-378-1255
United Noodles Oriental Grocery, 2015 E. 24th
Street., 612-721-6677

Minnetonka
Ridgedale Library, 12601 Ridgedale Dr.
952-847-8800
Dragon Jade Restaurant, 14432 Excelsior Blvd.,
952-933-1129

Mounds View
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YES, you could run to the store and pick up a
copy. But did you know you can have China Insight
delivered directly to your mailbox?
A subscription costs a mere $18 and brings a
full year (12 issues) of new understanding about
today's China, from language to business
opportunities.
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Ramsey County Library Mounds View Branch,
2576 County Rd. 10, 763-717-3272

Oakdale
Jade88 Chinese Restaurant, 1811 Geneva Ave. N.,
651-7300802

Plymouth

It has been 4 months since I last had the opportunity to share with you the
progress of China Insight. We are pleased to welcome 3 new members to our staff:
Jennifer Nordin, Copy Editor, is handling all proofreading and special writing
assignments; Dawn Murphy, Production Editor, will focus on production and
other editor-related matters; and Lisong Liu, Staff Writer, will be responsible for
developing feature articles and other cultural and business news items.
Since I last addressed you, we presented a series of sister state/city articles
that profiled these relationships between the U.S. and China. We are following up
on this series with an article on the Chinese connection with Minnesota institutions of learning. Also, in this issue is the first of a series of articles that will focus
on the government of China. These articles will attempt to present the formal
structure of Chinese government and explain the process that governs China.
In addition to the sections we regularly devote to culture, business, etc, we
will be initiating a series of articles on investing, financial planning and business
management. We are also planning on articles that concentrate on legal matters
such as immigration, adoption, visas, etc. We are inviting professionals in their
fields to submit articles on these topics and encourage anyone else to submit
articles that would be appropriate for China Insight to publish. Included in this
issue are 2 such articles we received. Both happen to be written by University of
Minnesota students.
Thank you for your interest and continued support.
Sincerely,
Gregory J. Hugh
Publisher

Plymouth Library, 15700 36th Ave. N.
763-847-5825
Teahouse Restaurant, 88 Nathan Lane N.
763-544-3422
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St. Louis Park
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952-929-8108
Yangtze Restaurant, 5625 Wayzata Blvd.
952-541-9469

St. Paul
Children’s Home Society, 1605 Eustis St.
651-646-6393
Hayden Heights Branch Library, 1456 White Bear
Ave., 651-793-3934
International Student Center, St Paul Campus,
Multicultural Student Services, 2115 Summit Ave,
106 Murray-Herrick Campus Center
University of St. Thomas, 651-962-6460
Minnesota Trade Office, 1000 Minnesota World
Trade Center, 30 East 7th St. 651-297-4222
Minnesota State Office Building, 100 Constitution
Ave.
Peking Restaurant, 475 Etna Street #5.
651-771-7000
Ruminator Books, 1648 Grand Avenue
651-699-0587
Sun Ray Branch Library, 2105 Wilson Ave.
651-735-1050
TCM Health Center Clinic, 613 Grand Ave.
651-726-2459

Wayzata
Jade Fountain, 838 Lake St E (Wayzata Bay
Shopping Ctr), 952-473-4646

* If you want to be included as a
distribution location, contact China
Insight at rhe@chinainsight.info
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Pearl River
Delta Begins
Desulfurization
Construction
Projects
Shajiao Power Station, one of the largest coal-fueled power plants in China, will
begin construction of desulphurization measures soon, and another 19 thermal power
plants in Guangdong are also scheduled to
begin desulphurization construction this
year.
Shajiao Power Station consists of Plants
A, B, and C. It discharged 71,100 tons of
sulphur-dioxide in 2001, accounting for onetenth of the total emissions in Guangdong.
Sulfur-dioxide has become a major cause of
acid rain pollution in the Pearl River Delta.
Shajiao Plant A is installing desulfurization equipment, which is expected to begin
operation in March 2004; feasibility studies
for Plants B and C have been either approved or completed. The complete desulfurization project of the Shajiao Power Station
with a total installed capacity of 3.88 million
kW is expected to be operable by 2005 or
2006.
There were 610 thermal power generators in Guangdong by the end of 2001 with
annual emissions of nearly 600,000 tons of
sulfur-dioxide. As a result, about 63 % of
land area in Guangdong, including 17 cities,
has been affected by acid rain.
Guangdong province issued the Blue
Sky Project Plan years ago in order to reduce the discharged amount of sulfur-dioxide. Among the 33 sulfur-dioxide treatment
projects under the Blue Sky Project Plan,
eight projects have been completed, three
are under construction, and the rest are
scheduled to start construction in 2005 and
finish by 2007. This year, 19 thermal power
plants have been chosen to start desulfurization projects. At present, the on-going
desulfurization projects include Huangpu
Power Plant, Guangzhou Power Generation
Plant, Yuancun Heat and Power Plant,
Taishan Power Plant, Guangzhou Paper
Mill’s Heat and Power Station, Guangzhou
Ruiming Power Plant, and Hengyun Power
Plant.
Source: Guangzhou Daily, 07/29/2003 Translated by FCS Guangzho

China Internet
Users Have
Reached 68
Million
On July 21, 2003 China Internet Networking Information Center (CNNIC) announced that the number of China's internet
users reached 68 million at the end of June
2003. This usage figure is the second highest in the world, trailing only the United
States. As a way to gauge the meteoric rise
in internet usage, official 1997 statistics reported the figure as 620,000; by the end of
2000 the figure was only 8.9 million.
Among the 68 million internet users, 23.4
million users connected to theinternet via
leased lines (LAN users, which connects the

News
Ethernet); 45 million via dial-up; 4.9 million
via ISDN; and 9.8 million via broadband
(ADSL, Cable Modem). Note that the total
number of users by method ofconnection
exceeds the 68 million total users because
the report double counts users that reported
accessing the internet at the office and at
home. According to the CNNIC’s report, 25.7
million computers are connected to the
Internet in China. There are almost 473,900
websites, including 250,651 websites with
the domain suffix of ".cn.’’
China’s total bandwidth of international
gateway equaled 18599Mbps. Listed below
are the bandwidths of China’s organizations.
Network (Organization) Bandwidth:
China Scientific Net (CSTNET) 55Mbps
China Telecom (CHINANET)
10959Mbps
China Education & Scientific Research
Net (CERNET) 324Mbps
China Unicom (UNINET) 1435Mbps
China Network Communication
(CNCNET) 2112Mbps
(CNCNET Holding company)
Board Band China,China169 (China Network) 3465Mbps
China International Economic Trade Net
(CIENET) 2Mbps
China Mobile Communication (CMNET)
247Mbps
China Great Wall New (CGWNET) Under construction
China Satellite Net (CSNET) Under construction
CNNIC reported that Chinese people
usually spend 13 hours a week surfing the
Internet. The period from 8 p.m. to 11 p.m.
experiences the highest use.
The major reason to access the internet
is reportedly to obtain information or have
fun. The report also shows that 28.6 % of
interviewees used the Internet for leisure,
while only 0.2 % of the respondents picked
online shopping and e-business as their main
activity online.
Source: CNNIC, 07/22/2003 - Translated
by Shujuan Cao

fixed assets investment and exports. Fixed
assets investment grew 31.1 % during the
first half of this year to 1.93 trillion yuan
(USD 232.5 billion) and exports rose 34 % to
USD 190.3 billion.
Source: Beijing Daily, 07/18/2003 Translated by Shen Yan

Cable TV Price
Hike Gives Rise
to Heated
Debate
Though approved by pricing regula-

China to
Maintain
Stability of RMB
China will maintain the value of RMB
in line with the fundamental interests of the
Chinese people and China's national
economy, Chinese Minister of Commerce Lu
Fuyuan said at a July 24 press conference
following the closing of the 5th Asia-Europe
Economic Ministers' Meeting.
Minister Lu said, "In terms of economic
adjustment, every country has the same four
objectives: to maintain economic growth;
increase employment; expand export while
at the same time to balance income and expenditure; and to maintain stability of domestic currency. China's major task at
present is to maintain stable economic
growth. The current policy of maintaining
the value of the currency, however, does not
rule out future adjustments or changes."
Minister Lu stressed that currency
policy adjustment should be based on a
country's domestic situation first. No country in the world makes currency adjustment
decisions based on the international situation alone, without analyzing its domestic
situation.
People's Bank of China is China's central bank that decides currency policy, and
has clearly stated the issue. Governor Zhou
Xiaochuan reaffirmed China's policy favoring a stable RMB in a speech posted on the
central bank’s website on July 14, 2003.
Source: Financial News, 07/25/ 2003 Translated by Peng Aiqun

China's
Economic
Growth Falls in
the Second
Quarter
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China's
Promising
Mobile Phone
Market

China’s GDP grew 6.7 % in the second

It is estimated that by the end of 2003,

quarter of this year compared to a year ago
(the lowest for the period since 1992), due to
the outbreak of SARS. However, the
country’s GDP still rose 8.2 % to 5 trillion
yuan (USD 602 billion) during the first half
of this year.
According to statistics released by the
State Statistical Bureau, the service industry only saw a growth of 0.8 % in the second
quarter, a dip of 6.1 percentage points compared with that of the same period lastyear.
Retail sales rose 6.7 % in the quarter, far lower
than the 9.2 % rate achieved in the first quarter of this year. As per Yao Jingyuan, Chief
Economist of SSB, in spite of SARS, China
is capable of meeting this year’s growth target of 7 %. The relatively fast pace of economic development in the first half of this
year was mainly because of rapid growth in

the number of mobile phone users in China
will be 258 million. That figure will reach 339
million by 2005, and 405 million by 2007. The
average growth rate will be about 15% in
three to five years.
Last year, penetration rate of mobile
phones in China was 16.19% compared to
global figure of 22%. It is estimated that the
global mobile phone penetration rate will be
28% by 2005.
According to an official from the Ministry of Information Industry (MII), the number of mobile phone users in China will grow
steadily and China will become a giant for
mobile phone development, manufacture and
sales.
Source: International Business Daily, 07/
30/2003 - Translated by Xu Ye

tors, the hike of some cable TV charges in
Beijing has triggered a heated public debate
in the nation's capital.
Gehua, a cable TV network in the capital
city of Beijing, raised its monthly cable TV
charges by 50 % from 12 RMB (USD 1.5) per
household to 18 RMB (USD 2.2) beginning
July 1. The move approved by the Beijing
Municipal Pricing Bureau, affects 2.2 million
household subscribers.
A subscriber took the network to court,
demanding it return the overcharged money,
citing the network's decision as unilateral
without a public hearing.
The consumers' association in Beijing
municipality also filed an inquiry with the
pricing bureau, requiring it to explain the
matter. The bureau held that cable TV
charges are not listed among public hearing
items as they only cover a tiny part of residents’ consumption.
According to the Law on Pricing,
charges for public utility services, including cable TV, should be decided after public
hearings.
Source: Legal Daily, 07/28/2003 - Translated by Qiu Jing
NEWS cntinues on page 4

The China
Calendar
A FREE E-MAIL UPDATE
SERVICE

China Insight offers a free
service for our readers:
ChinaCalendar e-mail updates.
It is sent out approximately
biweekly and augments China
Insight’s monthly print calendar by
providing more detail and up-to-the
minute news on local events.
Whether you have business or
cultural interests in China,
ChinaCalendar keeps you apprised
of the latest local events. Sign up
online at www.chinainsight.info by
clicking on the ChinaCalendar link.
At the same time, organizations
may now submit information on
any of their events directly via the
website. We intend to forward all
such news to registered
subscribers approx. the 2nd and 4th
Wednesday of each month.
Thank you for your support.
Our goal continues to be to provide
you with the most relevant
information about U.S.-China
cultural and business harmony and
we invite you to also contact us
with any suggestions as to topics
you would like featured at
articles@chinainsight.info.

Events
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MINNESOTA CHINESE SERVICE CENTER’S
TRADITONAL MID-AUTUMN FESTIVAL
St. Paul, MN - Wendy Mui, Executive
Director of the Minnesota Chinese Service
Center (MCSC), invites the public to its 2003
Chinese Mid-Autumn Festival Celebration.
The event will be held on Sunday, September 7, 2003, from 1-5 p.m. at the Asian Community Health Center located at 962
University Ave. W., St. Paul, MN.
The festival will feature a lion dance,
singing and dancing by groups of Chinese
children, martial arts and T’ai Chi demonstrations, Moon Cakes, “pot luck” refreshments and beverages. Admission is free.
The fifteenth of August, according to

the lunar Chinese calendar, is a great festival for the Chinese and is called the MidAutumn Festival. It has an interesting
history. Long ago in one of the dynasties of
China there was a king who was very cruel
to the people and did not manage the country well. The people were so angry that some
brave people suggested killing the king. So
they wrote notes telling about the meeting
place and time and put them into moon cakes.
When they ate them, they discovered the
notes. So they gathered together to make a
sudden attack on the king.
From then on the Chinese people cel-

T'ai Chi for Daily Life
Every morning, rain or shine, millions
of people in China show up in the parks to
practice t'ai chi, one of the world's most beneficial kinds of exercise. Young and old alike
do t'ai chi for health, relaxation, as a "moving meditation,” and as a gentle martial art.
In America, t'ai chi has caught on since
its introduction to the general public in the
1960s. Classes are now found around the
country at t'ai chi studios, community education and health clubs. "Americans are
searching for ways to relax," says Barbara
Davis, editor of Taijiquan Journal, a Minneapolis-based t'ai chi magazine in its fifth year.
"T'ai Chi is unique in that it gives students
practical health and relaxation benefits at the
same time that it teaches principles of movement."
Locally, a number of studios specialize
in t'ai chi. Of them, Great River T'ai Chi is one
of the oldest, having offered classes since
1979. This fall, Great River T'ai Chi will be
offering a class on "T'ai Chi for Daily Life."
This is a ten-week class that will give students a practical approach to t'ai chi. Students will learn how to improve balance,

hand-eye coordination, master relaxation
techniques, and accomplish many daily tasks
using t'ai chi principles of alignment, movement, and mental focus.
"T'ai chi isn't something to do only as a
workout," says Cheryl Powers, associate
director of Great River T'ai Chi. “It is important to learn how to incorporate it into daily
activities and learn to reduce stress in your
life."
Numerous studies show that t'ai chi practice helps to lower blood pressure, increase
mobility, and improve balance. It was featured recently in Time Magazine.
Instructor Cheryl Powers is associate
director of Great River T'ai Chi and has been
practicing t'ai chi for over twenty years. She
has taught college and corporate t'ai chi
classes around Minnesota. She provides a
lively and dynamic introduction to these
useful t'ai chi principles.
"T'ai Chi for Daily Life" will be held Sundays, September 7- November 9, 6-7 p.m. at
1940 Hennepin Avenue South (at Franklin)
in Minneapolis. Tuition is $120. For further
information call 612-822-5760.

CHINA INSIGHT SEEKS EDITOR
As result of its phenomenal growth, China Insight is looking for a hands-on Editor
who can attend events, develop material, interview people, write and coordinate
material for the newspaper. Must have a background in journalism, be capable of
writing articles in English and be familiar with a number of editing software programs.
A desire to foster U.S.-China cultural and business harmony is a definite asset as is
the ability to make such a commitment in exchange for equity in the paper. Contact
or send resumes directly to ghugh@chinainsight.info.

Advertising Representatives
Needed
China Insight is seeking a few good individuals that know how to sell advertising
in the only English language newspaper devoted exclusively to fostering U.S.China cultural and business harmony. Sell us on hiring you and we’ll see if we can
offer you a job. For interviews, contact alau@chinainsight.info.

ebrate on August 15 and eat moon cakes in
memory of that important event. When the
Mid-Autumn Festival is near, the shop-windows are decorated beautifully with pictures
of ancient Chinese ladies. Many moon cakes
are displayed for people to buy. People send
presents like wine, fruit, and moon cakes to
their friends and relatives. In the evening,
they have a feast. After the feast, they go
out to the garden to look at the moon. The
moon is extremely round, beautiful, full and
bright. The children light their pretty lanterns and run and laugh on the streets.
According to Wendy Mui, the MCSC is
the sole provider of social services to the
Chinese community in Minnesota and its
mission is to assist Chinese immigrants and
refugees in their transition to American society; preserve the Chinese cultural heritage;
and promote the well-being of the Chinese
community in Minnesota.
For further information on the Festival
or MCSC, contact Wendy Mui at (612)2454360 or email at mn_csc@yahoo.com.

Advertisers
Your potential customers are
reading China Insight. Shouldn't you
be bringing them in the door with an
ad? Our readers are:
-

Well-traveled
Opportunity-seeking
Entrepreneurial
Open-minded
Excited about understanding China

Rates are highly competitive.
Contact Amy Lau (952-220-2828,
alau@chinainsight.info) or visit
www.chinainsight.info for more
advertising information.
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Common Sense
is Key on SARS
ROCHESTER, Minn. — Newswise-In
just a few months, SARS hysteria swept
around the world. As concerns over severe
acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) spread
from China to Hong Kong, Vietnam to
Canada, so too did often irrational fear.
Specialty medical editor James Steckelberg,
M.D., an infectious diseases specialist,
shares his thoughts about the SARS scare
on
MayoClinic.com
at
http://
www.mayoclinic.com/goto/?topic=sarsed.
“I’ve received many questions about
SARS from both patients and colleagues,”
explains Dr. Steckelberg. “You can avoid the
madness simply by taking some prudent
steps and going on with life.”
People don‘t need to run to the store
for face masks, nor do they need to wear
them every time they board a plane. There
have been cases of SARS in the United
States, and there are still fears of a
widespread outbreak. But it’s not known that
a widespread outbreak will occur.
Dr. Steckelberg recommends some key
facts to keep in mind regarding SARS:
 As of July 2003, the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
reported no ongoing transmission
anywhere in the world and removed the last
travel alert (for Taiwan). Many respiratory
infections have seasonal outbreaks, and
whether SARS will return again this fall or
winter isn’t known.
 Effective control is possible with
quarantine, as shown in Vietnam — the first

country that the World Health Organization
(WHO) declared had contained SARS.
Most people in the United States are
at minimal risk. Weight problems and poor
health habits are far more likely to affect
people in the United States than is SARS.
 Many other infectious diseases are
more prevalent and have higher fatality rates
than does SARS.
To minimize your risk of contracting
SARS, don’t travel to the specific areas
noted by the CDC and the WHO. If travel is
essential, keep up-to-date on travel
restrictions and issues by monitoring those
agencies’ websites. Before traveling to
high-risk areas, seek advice from a travel or
health professional.
 Hand washing and good personal
hygiene are always good ideas.
Health-care workers and families with
members who have possible SARS should
pay careful attention to recommendations
from local health officials or the CDC.
“These tips and some common sense
should ease some of your fears,” explains
Dr. Steckelberg. “Stay informed, be careful
as appropriate, stay healthy and carry on
with life.”
For more information about SARS or
other infectious diseases, visit the
Infectious
Disease
Center
on
MayoClinic.com.
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

MayoClinic.com is a source of reliable
health information on topics from cancer
to quitting smoking, healthy traveling and
first aid. This site is produced as part of
Mayo’s commitment to serve as a
dependable source of health information
for the public.

www.chinainsight.info
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2003 CAAPAM Annual Conference Registration Form
Name(English)

(Chinese)

Address:
Email:
Phone(H):(

)- _____-________ Phone(W):(

)- _____-_________

Registration Fee: $25 (Regular member), $15(Student member)
Registration fee includes dinner. Please make your payment payable to CAAPAM
and send it with this registration form to
CAAPAM
P.O. BOX 14974
Minneapolis, MN 55414

SOCIAL SCIENCE
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Ethnicity Plays Role in
Vision Problems

N

ewswise-Ethnicity appears to be
associated with vision problems
such as near- and farsightedness
in children, new research
suggests.
Researchers found that Asian-American
children were more likely to be myopic, or
nearsighted, than their Hispanic, AfricanAmerican and Caucasian peers, while white
children were more likely to have hyperopia,
or farsightedness, than were children from
the other ethnic groups. Astigmatism, an
irregular curvature of the cornea that causes
blurry vision, was most prevalent among
Hispanic children.
“We don’t really know why these
differences exist,” said Karla Zadnik, the lead
author of the multi-center study and an
associate professor of optometry at Ohio
State University. “It’s probably like most of
our modern conditions and diseases,” a mix
a nature and nurture and factors that interact
together.
But uncorrected vision problems are a
major public health problem, and a large
number of children are visually
handicapped in the classroom, recreational
and other activities.

Nearly one out of five Asian-American
children in the study was nearsighted, and
one out of five white children was farsighted.
More than a third of the Hispanic children
had astigmatism.
The results appear in the current issue
of the Archives of Ophthalmology.
The researchers evaluated the vision of
2,523 children from four ethnic groups: 534
were African American; 491 were Asian; 463
were Hispanic; and 1,035 were white. These
findings were part of the Collaborative
Longitudinal Evaluation of Ethnicity in
Refractive Error (CLEERE) Study, an eightyear study that looks at the prevalence of
vision problems including myopia,
hyperopia and astigmatism across ethnic
groups. The CLEERE study is in its fifth
year.
Parents filled out questionnaires
covering their child’s medical history and
also indicated their child’s ethnicity. The
children were in grades one through eight
at the time of the study and lived in
communities in Alabama, California and
Texas. Each child was evaluated in his or
her respective school.

In this study, 18.5% of the Asian
children were nearsighted; that’s more than
four times the number of nearsighted white
children (4.4%); three times the number of
farsighted African American children (6.6%);
and one-and-a-half times the number of
nearsighted Hispanic children (13.2%).
On the flip side, nearly one in five white
children (19.3%) were farsighted; three times
the number of both farsighted Asian
children (6.3%) and farsighted AfricanAmerican children (6.4%), and one-and-ahalf times the number of farsighted Hispanic
children (12.7%).
Astigmatism ran fairly high in each
group, with Hispanic children having the
highest prevalence (37%), followed by
Asian children (34%), white children (26%)
and, finally, African-American children
(20%).
The researchers are also studying the
rate at which children’s eyes change during
their elementary and middle school years.
“About 2 percent of children are
nearsighted when they enter school,”
Zadnik said. “Children tend to develop
myopia between 8 and 12 years old. In fact,

Minnesota Colleges with
Chinese Connections
By Jennifer Nordin

O

ne’s college years are a time to learn

and grow; to try new things and broaden
one’s perspectives. One way to accomplish
this is through study abroad and foreign
exchange programs. Travel and study
abroad teaches students about other
cultures and peoples. It allows them to see
their place in the world and how everyone
is connected. Such programs are an
invaluable part of higher education, but they
would be virtually impossible without the
relationships between colleges and
universities around the world.
Given Minnesota’s strong connections
with China through the sister city and sister
state initiatives, it is no surprise that
Minnesota colleges and universities have
connections to Chinese institutions of
higher learning. What is surprising is how
many institutions have Chinese
connections; from the University of
Minnesota to Anoka-Ramsey Community
College.
The University of Minnesota first
hosted students from China in 1914. Since
then over 8,000 Chinese students have
studied or worked at the University.
Currently, the University of Minnesota
boasts more than 1,200 visiting Chinese
students and scholars, more than any other

college or university in the United States.
In 1979, the China Center was created to
manage the University’s relations with the
People’s Republic of China.
The China Center offers students the
option to study for a full academic year at
three top universities in mainland China
(Chinese Universities Exchange ProgramCUEP). It also offers travel grants to
University of Minnesota faculty for
teaching, research and consulting in China.
In 2001, the China Center began the Mingda
Institute for Leadership Training to provide
advanced training for junior- and seniorlevel executives from China.
When new University of Minnesota
President Robert Bruininks was inaugurated
in February of this year, more than 30 sister
institutions from mainland China were
invited to attend. Delegates from Huazhong
University of Science and Technology,
Renmin University of China, and Nankai
University attended a special meeting with
President Bruininks the day before the
inauguration. These universities all have
long-standing connections to the
University of Minnesota.
Another Minnesota institution with a
long history of connections with China is
Carleton College in Northfield. In 1903, the

Carleton Mission Board coordinated and
raised funds for the missionary activities of
its students. The mission station
established in Shaanxi Province included a
hospital and a middle school. From 1922 to
1949, the Carleton-in-China program sent
students to teach English at the mission for
two years. Now, Carleton has an Asian
Studies program. Professor Qiguang Zhao
teaches Chinese Language and Literature
at Carleton, is the director of its semesterlong Chinese Seminar in Tianjin at Nankai
University.
Bemidji State University has established
a vision and goals for internationalization.
To that end, the University has developed
a range of study-abroad programs. Its Study
in China: Sinosummer Program has been its
most successful. The program includes a
two-week study of Chinese history, culture
and society at Liaoning University in
Shenyang, China and a study tour of
Liaoning Province, Inner Mongolia, Beijing,
Xian, Guilin, Guangzhou and Hong Kong.
These are just a few of the numerous
institutions of higher learning in Minnesota
that have connections to China, while not
all the relationships are long-standing, the
all have something in common: they all stem
from a goal of understanding and friendship.

most first graders are slightly farsighted
when they begin school.”
“As the body grows, that
farsightedness tends to decrease,” she
continued. “But for reasons that are still
unclear, a child’s eyes sometimes keep
growing until he or she reaches [his or] her
teen years. It’s this growth that, in some
cases, contributes to nearsightedness.”
Zadnik conducted the study with fellow
Ohio State optometry colleagues Lisa Jones
and Donald Mutti; Robert Kleinstein, of the
University of Alabama, Birmingham; Sandral
Hullett, of West Alabama Health Services;
Soonsi Kwon, Robert Lee and Julie Yu, all
with the Southern California College of
Optometry, Fullerton; Nina Friedman, with
the University of California, Berkeley; and
Ruth Manny, with the University of
Houston.
The researchers received funding from
the National Institutes of Health’s National
Eye Institute; the NIH National Center for
Minority Health and Health Disparities
(formerly the Office of Minority Research);
the Ohio Lions Eye Research Foundation;
and the E. F. Wildermuth Foundation in
Columbus.

Colleges that
have
exhanges/
connections
with Chinese
universities.
Anoka-Ramsey Community College
Augsburg College, Minneapolis
Bemidji State University
Bethel College , St. Paul
Carleton College, Northfield
College of St. Benedict/St. John’s
University, Collegeville

College of St. Catherine, St. Paul
Concordia University, St. Paul
Concordia-Moorhead College,
Moorhead

Gustavus Adolphus College, St. Peter
Hamline University, St. Paul
Macalaster College, St. Paul
Minneapolis College of Art and Design
St. Olaf College, Northfield
University of Minnesota,
Minneapolis/St. Paul
University of St. Thomas, St. Paul
Winona State University
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U.S.-CHINA RELATIONS:
Try Common Ground, Not Competition
By Diana Fu, University of Minnesota Sophomore

Stanford’s Encina Hall, ready to barter over
Taiwan, non-proliferation, North Korea and
the WTO.
The conference was intense. From 8:00
a.m. to 6:00 p.m., I found myself ushered
from seminar to seminar; all led by the
nation’s most prominent businessmen,
journalists, and foreign policy experts
including former deputy secretary of
defense, William Perry; former Ambassador
to Japan, Michael Armacost; and Wen
Huang, the first female Chinese battlefield
photographer covering the US bombing of
the Chinese embassy in Belgrade. There
was no time for boredom as I listened,
captivated by the unusual charm of the man
who normalized US-China relations in the
70’s—former National Security Advisor to
President Carter, Dr. Zbigniew Brzezinski.
In the intimate conference room halfflooded with the morning light, this
remarkably quit-witted, seventy-five year
old man revealed that when Deng Xiaoping
was constantly pressured by President
Carter to allow the free flow of people, he
remarked, “Deal. We’ll let 10,000 people go
next year. Will you take them?” This lighthearted anecdote reveals the complexity of
the delicate balancing matrix between U.S.
and China. Demanding is easy, but the what
are the means by which China can clean up
its human rights, environmental problems,
and allow the free flow of people and
capital? How do you place expensive
pollution control regulations on fledging
companies barely able to sustain its
worker’s wages? How do you allow not only
a free flow but a safe flow of 1.2 billion people
flocking from rural to urban China? How do
you issue the freedom of speech without a
solid foundation in the rule of law? As a
first generation Chinese American with
sympathies for both my present country and
my homeland, I felt these complexities
grinding U.S.-China relations keenly.
Perhaps the biggest powder keg that
could provoke a military confrontation
between the US and China is Taiwan.
Despite three previous communiqués
spanning thirty years in which the United
States pledged a “one China” policy,
Taiwan’s semi-independent state remains a
sensitive sore for a People’s Republic of
China determined to reunite the motherland.
President Bush has yet to formally reiterate
that “there is only one China, and that
Taiwan is a part of China” as stated in the

US government’s robust weapons sales to
Taiwan, and the US’s encirclement of China
through its friendship with India, the two
countries are bound by a similar, if fragile
vision of world peace. Perhaps President
Bush and President Hu Jintao ought to try
being empathetic while they work together
to fight terrorism and preserve a stable Asian
Pacific.

Editor’s Note: The Forum for
American/Chinese Exchange was held at
Stanford University from April 28-May 2,
2003. Diana Fu, a student at the
University of Minnesota, submitted an
application to attend this Exchange and
was selected from the hundreds submitted.
She returns to the University of Minnesota
as a sophomore and welcomes your
comments at fuxx0046@umn.edu.
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t is no secret that September 11th
recharged U.S.-China relations.
Overnight,
China
metamorphosed
from
a
burgeoning powerhouse ready
to explode U.S. hegemony to a less-thanmenacing giant who could lend muscle in
the war on terrorism. Chinese cooperation
in stabilizing the Taiwan straits was
essential. Joint ventures are springing up
faster than Shanghai skyscrapers. Nonproliferation of weapons is top priority.
China’s facilitation of U.S. negotiations with
North Korea is indispensable. In short,
President Bush needs China more than ever.
It is against this backdrop that I
attended the first Forum for American/
Chinese Exchange at Stanford University
held from April 28th to May 4th as one of
fifteen student delegates chosen from
universities across the country to represent
the United States. We faced fifteen Chinese
delegates.
Fourteen hours, four
negotiations, and one conference. Our task
was to find common ground as we, the US
delegation, assumed the roles of Chinese
diplomats wrangling and bargaining with
our US counterparts (played by the Chinese
delegation) in a simulated summit between
President Bush and President Hu Jintao.
We came from universities all across the
country: Harvard, Stanford, Brown, Yale,
Northwestern, Fletcher, Tulane and the
University of Minnesota. We were met with
the true crème de la crème of China—
graduates of two of the most prestigious
Chinese academic institutions: Beijing
University and Tsinghua University. They
were the brightest of China’s future; all
studying in the United States. When asked
what they wanted ten years from now, most
replied quite bluntly, “money and power.”
One Chinese delegate was more
philanthropic, saying she plans to get rich
first and then set up a non-profit helping
out Chinese peasants. Still, the materialism
was stunning.
How could these offspring of
Confucianism brush off harmony in life?
Perhaps it is because they are the children
of a generation whose family and personal
ethics were wiped clear by the Culture
Revolution. No matter. These students were
dynamic, charged and equipped with
mouthfuls of beautiful colloquial English.
We shook hands, divided into four separate
groups and settled on the plush seats of

Shanghai Communique of 1972. The PRC
was leaping on hot coals as former President
Jiang Zemin’s offer to withdraw missile
deployments aimed at Taiwan in exchange
for reduced US arms sales to Taiwan fell on
deaf ears. Fudan University Professor Shen
Dingli proposed a unique strategy, “China
should consider rolling back its missiles in
Fujian Province even without a US
response,” he suggested. “That way, the
PRC can appear as an active proponent of
peace in the Taiwan straits while not actually
risking much since the missiles are mobile
and can be rolled back to Fujian at China’s
convenience.”
Insights like these offer hope for U.S.China relations. Playing a diplomat for the
opposite side evokes empathy, bridges
understanding and builds common ground.
Despite the spy plane incident, the bombing
of the Chinese Embassy in Belgrade, the
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BLOOMINGTON ART CENTER
1800 W Old Shakopee Rd
Bloomington, Minnesota 55431
Phone: (952)563-4777 Fax: (952)563-8576
EXHIBITIONS - Inez Greenberg Gallery
Gallery Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 am-10:00 pm, Saturday 9:00 am-5:00 pm, Sunday 1:0010:00 pm

Retrospective
New Dates: August 14-September 27
Artist: Cheng-Khee Chee
Opening Reception: Thurs. Aug. 14, 5:00-8:00 pm
Location: Greenberg Gallery, NEW Bloomington Center for the Arts
Bloomington Art Center's inaugural exhibition in the new Inez Greenberg Gallery will be
Duluth artist Cheng-Khee Chee. Mr. Chee is one of the most prominent watercolor artists in
Minnesota and we are extremely proud that he is both exhibiting and conducting a workshop in our brand new facility.
His creative process is strongly influenced by Taoist philosophy and his paintings
attempt to harmonize opposite elements, such as ying and yang, intuition and contemplation, and emotion and reasoning. He is an Associate Professor Emeritus of the University
of Minnesota, a member of many national and international watercolor societies and an
award winning book illustrator.

About Cheng-Khee Chee
Cheng-Khee Chee, Associate Professor Emeritus of the University of Minnesota, is a Dolphin Fellow and Board Director of the
American Watercolor Society, Signature Member of the National
Watercolor Society, Allied Artists of America, Knickerbocker Artists
USA, and many others.
He is listed in Who's Who in America, Who's Who in American
Art, Who's Who Among Asian Americans, Dictionary of World Chinese Artists Achievements, Artists of Chinese Origin in North America, and Something
About the Author, a Biographical Guide to Children's Books.
Chee's painting's have been widely exhibited throughout the United States and earned
him over 100 national awards. They include the Grand Award Gold Medal and Purchase
Prize for Excellence from the Knickerbocker Artists USA, the Gold Medal from the Allied
Artists of America, the Silver Medal from the American Watercolor Society, the Transparent Watercolor Award from the National Watercolor Society, the Skyledge Award from the
Midwest Watercolor Society, and twice the Best-in-Show honor from the Sumi-e Society of
America. His paintings are represented in numerous public and private collections.
In 1987 Chee was honored by the China Academy of Fine Arts and the Chinese Artists'
Association with a one-man exhibition which traveled to nine major cities in China. Chee
was also honored by the Singapore National Art Museum with a one man exhibition in
1997. The show was also held at the Penang State Art Gallery in Malaysia. In commemoration of the event, his book The Watercolor World of Cheng-Khee Chee was published.
Chee was the recipient of the 1994 University of Minnesota Continuing Education and
Extension Distinguished Teaching Award and the 1994 University of Minnesota, Duluth
Campus Chancellor's Distinguished Services Award. He was also honored as "Duluth's
Cultural Ambassador to the World" in 1994.
In 1991, Chee illustrated the children's bestseller Old Turtle by Douglas Wood. The
book received four awards including the 1993 International Reading Association Children's
Book Award and the 1993 American Booksellers Association Children's Book of the Year
Award (ABBY). The original paintings for Old Turtle were exhibited at the Rotunda Gallery
of the U.S. Congress Cannon House Office Building in November, 1993.
Chee was born in Fujian, China, grew up in Penang, Malaysia, and received the B.A.
Degree from Nanyang University in Singapore. He came to the United States in 1962, and
completed his Master's Degree at the University of Minnesota in Minneapolis. Since 1965,
he has been living in Duluth with his family and pursuing his studio work while working as
a faculty member of the University of Minnesota, Duluth. He became a full-time artist in
July 1994. He is a frequently sought national show juror and workship instructor.
Chee's artistic career has been shaped by both East and West experiences and influences. Over the years he has explored and experimented with ways to synthesize the
concepts and techniques of both traditions. Edward Betts, "living legend" in American
watercolor comments, "...your paintings...are a beautiful and sensitive blending of the
Chinese tradition with contemporary treatment and innovations within the watercolor medium in general. Whether you paint in traditional style or the abstract improvisational
method, your work is absolutely first-rate." Chee's ultimate goal in painting is to achieve
the essence of Tao, the state of effortless creation which is beyond craftsmanship and
artistry. He hopes to produce paintings that will be neither East nor West, realism nor
abstraction, but contain all elements that communicate on a universal level.

Soucrce: www.artresourcesgallery.com
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By Qin Fang

Above: New decorated teahouse in
Shanghai.

T

ea to most Chinese is
much like coffee to most
Westerners. It is
common to see Chinese
having tea at home, in
the office, or even on
their commute. Walking around a
neighborhood, or downtown shopping mall,
it is not surprising to see some people
drinking tea inside. Fashionable youths,

well-dressed businessmen and white-haired
seniors are commonly seen sipping the tea
and chatting with each other.
Although tea has been an indispensable
part of Chinese culture, nobody knows
exactly when tea came into Chinese daily
life. Lu Yu (733-804), known as the Tea Saint,
wrote the first book on tea, Tea Scripture,
in the Tang Dynasty (618-960). In the book,
he wrote about his travels to many
provinces, investigation of various teas,
collection of samples of different tea leaves,
and diverse folklore about tea. From then
on, tea has often been presented in the

in the convenient and simple way tea was
drunk in China. With a set of fine China tea
cups, glazed with traditional Chinese
painting, and a pot of hot water, one can
taste the flavor of the tea, embosom oneself
to friends and wash away the day’s stress
Below: Teahouse in Canton.

Below: Teahouse in Shanghai.

SPECIAL OFFER
China Insight is pleased to
announce that it has made
special arrangements with the
China Council for the Promotion
of International Trade (CCPIT) to
make available the 2002/2003
edition of The Directory of China’s
Foreign Trade (DCFT). This latest
version contains a number of
updates from earlier editions.
The Directory has been edited 100%
by CCPIT and contains a list of its
members that are interested in
international trade with an emphasis on export. This is an
important tool for economic exchange between businesses
from foreign countries and Chinese enterprises. The DCFT
contains over 700 pages and includes important contact
information, products, trading and marketing.
Also included is a listing of industrial classifications and codes as
published by the Statistic Bureau of China, foreign trade
organizations and information web sites within China.
Now you can obtain this valuable resource directory that is usually
available only to foreign trade offices of countries throughout the
world. Act now and you can receive the Directory of China’s Foreign
Trade for $100.00 (U.S.) delivered to your address in the U.S..
There are no additional charges.
Simply complete the coupon below and mail your corporate check
for $100.00 to China Insight, P.O. Box 1075, Minnetonka, MN 55345
Name________________________ Position___________________
Company_______________________________________________
Address________________________________________________
City_______________________ State __________ Zip_________
Telephone__________________ Email_______________________

Above: Teahouse in Shanghai.
history books, novels, or popular story
telling of China.
The reason tea was widely accepted in
China before the industrialization might lie

Tea continues on page 10
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Tea from page 9

with the delicate fragrance. One can also
enjoy the complicated and exquisite tea
ceremony in an elegant restaurant, enjoying
the traditional and classic atmosphere of
the delicate procedures. But it is the
simplicity and convenience of serving tea
that makes tea relevant to the life of common
people.
As a matter of fact, from top officials
and high-status literati, to humble laborers
and poor commoners, the teahouse
becomes an indispensable part of life. For
the officials and businessmen, teahouses
are the social spaces where they can
exchange information. For the literati,
teahouses are places where they enjoy or
respond to each other’s poetry. For the poor
laborers, teahouses are places where one
can rest a while and spend time with friends.
To Chinese, a cup of tea symbolizes
an attitude towards life. A cup of hot tea at
home for visiting friends shows the host’s
hospitality, which encourages the guests
to visit again. Confucius, the first
philosopher in the history of China, says
“it is my great pleasure that I have a friend
visiting far away.” Therefore, even
nowadays in some modernized metropolitan

areas like Shanghai or Canton, having
morning tea is just another symbol of union
of the family or gathering of friends. One
must reserve seating in some well-known
and teahouses on the weekends. With a pot
of fragrant hot tea, three or four kinds of
delicious and exquisite dim sum and a quiet
corner of the teahouse, one can sip the tea
and enjoy their conversation with their
family or friends.
Businessmen nowadays bring their
business talks to the teahouse for the relaxed
and elegant atmosphere. Some teahouse
owners know quite well what modern
frazzled people really want. They decorate
the teahouse with bamboo in the corner,
traditional Chinese Mountain and River
paintings on the wall, and several antiquestyled teapots on some primitive style tea
tables, all of which suggest a life of simplicity
and elegance that modern city people yearn
for.
To the common people, the pleasurable
tea might primarily be the one served by
themselves. For most office workers in
China, the first thing they usually do in the
morning when they arrive the office is to
wash up the tea cup, put some tea leaves in
it and boil a pot of water. The first cup of
flavored tea starts a busy new day. In the
evening, done with all the housework, a cup
of green tea might accompany an avid
reader far into the night. Books and tea
become two necessary items for most
Chinese students. They become tea addicts
while they study.
Tea can also be used to show respect to
elders. In some areas in China, a future groom
will present some high quality tea leaves to

his future parents-in-law before the wedding
ceremony, which indicates his request for
permission from bride’s family to marry. With
the abandonment of arranged marriage in
China for half a century, tea leaves before a
marriage primarily demonstrates the youth’s
respect for his elders. Teachers are also
supposed to be served tea by their students
whenever they visit a student’s family. If
students succeed in their entrance examine
to college or university, Thanking Teacher
Tea (Xie Shi Cha) is necessary for the
student to express their gratitude. Therefore,
tea becomes an important item that bridges
the young and old, the teachers and
students in Chinese daily life. The fact that
a cup of tea is inexpensive implies a kind of
personal relationship that cannot be
measured by money.
With globalization in the recent years,
traditional tea service in China is
experiencing some changes. Some new
kinds of teahouses like Pearl Milk Tea, Red
Foam Tea and Fruit Tea are coming out one
after another. To most traditional Chinese,
these cannot be called Chinese Tea, but they
attract a large number of the new generation.
Instead of traditional Chinese music in the
background, new rock-and-roll music
echoes in the teahouse. Instead of talking
about poems or paintings, the new
generation spread the stories of the movie
stars and pop stars around the world. Like
their predecessors, they are enjoying the
social spaces the teahouses afford them.

As for their elders, they can still find some
old-style teahouses they prefer, where
popular story telling and local operas are
put on, and tea leaves are served as usual.
So my friends, if you travel to China,
make sure that you do not forget to drink a
cup of tea in a teahouse in China.

Qin Fang is pursuing a PhD in the History
Department at the University of Minnesota,
Twin Cities campus. Her focus of study is
the 18th Century social and cultural
history of the Yangtze Delta in China. Qin
wrote this article to give readers a better
understanding of the Chinese people and
Chinese culture. Tea and the traditional
(and non-traditional) teahouse is a part
of Chinese daily life represents an attitude
towards life which includes simplicity,
hospitality, and spontaneity.

Above: Teahouse in Wuzheng Town,
Zhejiang Province.
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USTDA AWARDS
GRANT FOR
CUSTOMS TRAINING
PROJECT IN CHINA

B

EIJING, CHINA - On August 7,
2003, the U.S. Trade and Development Agency (USTDA)
awarded a $585,250 grant to the
Customs General Administration of China
(China Customs) to partially fund a feasibility study on streamlining and modernizing
supply chain capabilities and operations at
Chinese ports. U.S. Ambassador to China
Clark T. Randt, Jr. signed an agreement conferring the grant on behalf of USTDA. Mr.
Gong Zheng, Vice Commissioner, signed on
behalf of China Customs. The Global Alliance for Trade Efficiency, based in Washington, D.C., will conduct the study and
contribute resources towards its completion.
With China's accession to the World
Trade Organization (WTO) in December
2001, the country's overall trade volume is
expected to increase greatly over the next
few years. However, in order for Chinese
ports to more efficiently meet the demands
of increased trade, information technologybased solutions and customs training programs must be implemented. These
improvements will help Chinese ports to process a larger amount of goods in shorter
periods of time. In addition, increased efficiency at ports of entry will enable China to
meet WTO international trading standards,

lower customs duties and minimize non-tariff barriers to trade.
The USTDA-funded study will identify
and evaluate the technical and training requirements China Customs needs to better
process additional trade flows. The customs
training program will also enable Chinese
ports to become familiar with WTO trading
norms, fraud prevention practices, customs
management and international trade coordination.
The U.S. Trade and Development
Agency advances economic development
and U.S. commercial interests in developing
and middle-income countries. The agency
funds various forms of technical assistance,
feasibility studies, training, orientation visits and business workshops that support
the development of a modern infrastructure
and a fair and open trading environment.
USTDA's strategic use of foreign assistance
funds to support sound investment policy
and decision-making in host countries creates an enabling environment for trade, investment and sustainable economic
development. In carrying out its mission,
USTDA gives emphasis to economic sectors that may benefit from U.S. exports of
goods and services.
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Secretary Snow to
Encourage Economic
Growth in Asia
Treasury Secretary John Snow will
travel to three Asian nations in early September where he will encourage countries to
take strong measures to increase global economic growth.
Secretary Snow will visit Tokyo, Japan
September 1-2; Beijing, China September 23; and then Phuket, Thailand on September
4-5 for meetings with finance ministers of
the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation
(APEC)forum.
“Achieving strong and vibrant global
growth is one of the world’s most pressing
priorities,” said Secretary Snow. “We live in
an interdependent world economy where our
fortunes are inextricably linked. Let me be
clear: increased economic growth overseas
equals more jobs here.”
In Japan, Secretary Snow will meet with
top political, economic and finance officials
of the Government of Japan. He will also
meet with private sector economists and financial analysts. Secretary Snow has emphasized the importance of Japan, the
world’s second largest economy, returning
to strong economic growth. Snow will assess Japan’s prospects for sustaining economic growth and review the nation’s efforts
to end deflation and resolve non-performing loans in the nation’s banking system.
“Japan’s growth is critical not only for
its own citizens and for Asia, but also for
Americans,” said Snow. “Our economy di-

rectly benefits when Japan buys more of our
goods and that creates jobs for Americans.”
Secretary Snow will then travel to Beijing
to meet with the Chinese leadership and their
top economic officials as well as representatives from the business community and private economists. Secretary Snow will
discuss a broad range of issues important
to the country’s economic relationship with
the United States, including liberalization
and reform of the financial sector, trade, and
exchange rate issues.
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THE CHINESE YUAN:
An Evaluation of Revaluation
By Jennifer Nordin

P

olitics and economics are at the
heart of the speculation over
the possibility that China may
soon have to float its currency,
the yuan, and the storm is
brewing. Although the International
Monetary Fund had suggested in June of
2000 that China float the yuan, it has
remained a fixed currency with an exchange
rate of 8.28 to the US dollar. Many believe
that at this rate, the yuan may be
undervalued by anywhere from 15% to 40%
in some estimates.
The stability of the yuan was once seen
as a positive thing. It supported the growth
of the Chinese economy, attracted foreign
investors to China, and buffered the effects

of the Asian financial crisis of 1997 on the
global economy. Now, that same stability is
viewed as a threat to the global economy in
that it hinders other nations’ ability to
compete in the global market. One indicator
that analysts point to as a sign of the need
to revaluate the yuan is China’s large foreign
currency reserves of USD 346 billion, caused
by an imbalance between imports and
exports.
The Chinese are being pressured to
revalue, but Chinese officials maintain that
they do not intend to do so anytime soon.
The 8.28 exchange rate makes Chinese
exports cheaper than their foreign
counterparts. In order for the domestic
economy of China to recover from the

effects of SARS, they argue, the yuan must
remain stable.
But what will happen if the yuan is
revalued? Most experts agree that the value
of the yuan would rise. As for the rest,
that’s up for debate.
Some analysts worry that a revaluation
of the yuan could trigger instability in
politically sensitive industries in China that
are not as strong as its manufacturing sector.
Lu Hongjun, president of the Shanghai
Institute of International Finance, claims
that revaluation would negatively impact
the Chinese economy, the interests of
domestic and overseas companies in China,
the development of neighboring countries,
and the whole world.
With the revaluation of the yuan, some
experts believe that the GDP of China would
increase in US dollars and other currencies
and could prove to be inflationary outside
of China. At the same time, prices within
China would remain low or go lower.
Revaluation could make it more difficult
to export and imports will become more
expensive which will have a negative impact
on the manufacturing chain since China
imports a great deal. Others think floating
the yuan could push the Chinese economy
further into deflation.
Some think that revaluation will
encourage trade and investment in China.
Others believe that, with revaluation, the

yuan will gain momentum and become a
regional or international currency. While
according to Long Yongtu former viceminister of the foreign trade and economic
cooperation, China’s 4.3% of world trade
puts it in a modest position in the arena of
world trade and therefore “China’s change
of currency will not change fundamentally
the trade pattern of the world.”
In anticipation of a revaluation of the
yuan, more and more money is flowing into
China. Investors are expecting to buy yuan
now and see a big appreciation later. Mark
Clifford of Business Week thinks that “[t]he
bet on revaluation may be a self-fulfilling
prophecy.” The money going into China
puts pressure on the domestic economy
which could force revaluation, something
which international political pressure has
yet to do.
In this whirlwind of analysis and
conjecture, it may help to view the issue of
revaluation as analogous to a summer
storm. It is important to be informed of the
imminent arrival and potential
consequences of a storm so you can be
prepared, but at the same time realize that
the experts are not always right. Also,
nothing so complicated can be entirely
good, or bad. But most importantly, you
never really know the results until after the
storm is over. In the meantime, all you can
do is wait.

World Bank's Web in Chinese
Vice Minister Welcomes New Bank Website in Chinese

July 30, 2003, A senior Chinese official
has welcomed the launch of a new World
Bank web site in Chinese for the increased
information about development that it will
provide to the Chinese people. The new site
includes increased information about the
Bank's operations in China and a large number of Bank publications and research papers on development.
“I am very delighted to see the Bank’s
redesigned Chinese website. It is informative and attractive to the Chinese reading
public. I believe that this new website will
effectively project the role of this multilateral development bank as the knowledge
bank,” said China’s Vice Minister of Finance,
Jin Liqun.
“Over the last two decades, the World
Bank has closely associated itself with China
in its monumental program of reform and
opening up,” he said. “As we move into the
21st century, and the age of knowledge
economy, the World Bank will be more rel-

evant to China by providing the Chinese
people with access to its rich intellectual resources. May the Chinese website bring an
ever-increasing flow of information to the
Chinese people in the years ahead.”
The revamped China office web site offers the most extensive collection of Bank
publications and research on-line in any language besides English, including hundreds
of research abstracts, books, and other documents.
The idea for the site grew out of President Jim Wolfensohn’s visit to Beijing in May
2002, when Chinese officials expressed their
desire to strengthen knowledge cooperation
with the Bank. They asked that the Bank
increase the number of publications and research papers on-line in Chinese in order to
make them more easily available to Chinese
students, research institutes, government
organizations and policymakers.
“We welcome this opportunity and hope
that the new website will enable us to reach

many more people in China with useful
knowledge about development and poverty
reduction, as well as increasing their understanding of the Bank’s work,” said Yukon
Huang, Director of the Bank’s China Program.
The World Bank lending portfolio in
China includes about 100 ongoing projects,
and six to eight new projects are added each
year. The site provides information about
these projects, with links to all project documents and information, such as project appraisal documents and environmental and
resettlements assessments.
The site also offers economic and sector reports, and the newly translated abstracts of hundreds of Policy Research
Working Papers. New abstracts in Chinese
will be added regularly along with full translations of selected papers. The Bank produces about 200 working papers each year.
All information is now available for free online.

“It is ideas, as Keynes argued so convincingly, that change the policies that
change the world. China’s great achievements show this clearly,” says Nicholas
Stern, Chief Economist and Senior Vice President for Development Economics. “I hope
that the Bank’s research and publications
can contribute to China’s continuing efforts
to use the best of international knowledge
and the best of local knowledge to further
China’s development,” he said.
“We are really pleased with the interest
shown by the Chinese government, and by
the close collaboration with our colleagues
across the Bank, and especially in the Beijing
office, in the rapid expansion of Bank research on-line,” said David Dollar, Director
of Development Policy. “We hope to extend
this approach to rapidly expand the on-line
availability of knowledge about development
in other languages.”
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MORTGAGE AS A TOOL TO
ACCUMULATE WEALTH

By Gigi Yau

M

ortgages have been a
hot topic these days
since the interest rates
have been dropping
steadily to historic lows recently. Many
people have taken advantage of this
opportunity to purchase their home
because of the low monthly payment which
reflects the increased buying power that
goes along with the interest rate drops.
There are many good mortgage programs
with different guidelines designed for
different people to buy homes even with
no, or as little as a 3% or 5% down payment,
with or without paying private mortgage
insurance. Compared to ten or fifteen years
ago, there are so many featured mortgage
programs nowadays that allow more people
to qualify for mortgages based on more
flexible guidelines.
Many people transitioning from rent to
own find that they pay less for mortgage,
property taxes, hazardous insurance and
maintenance combined than rent. For a
three bedroom one bathroom single family
home, a reasonable rent would be $1200$1400 per month. For the same property,
the sales prices could be $140,000 to
$175,000 depending on the neighborhood
and the conditions, footage, etc. For
example, a loan of $150,000, at 6.25%, 30
years fixed, the principle and interest is

$923.58 per month. The escrow for the
property taxes and hazardous insurance
would typically be around $130 - $150 per
month. So, the monthly payment is below
the normal market monthly rent. In
additional to the monthly cash flow, the year
end tax deduction of interests (i.e. the total
tax savings), would be the total interest paid
(i.e. $9324 in this example) for the first year
and multiplied by the mortgagee’s tax
bracket such as 28%.
Besides the financial gain in savings,
the difference in the homeowner’s financial
portfolio is that the property, not just 5% of
it (i.e. the down payment), becomes an asset.
The equity buildup in the property becomes
part of the net worth of the owner. In the
above example, the property sold at $157,900
two years ago and the home buyer paid a
5% down payment of $7900, to get the best
interest rate, and borrowed $150,000. After
the rapid appreciation of homes in the Twin
Cities metro area, the housing market has
gone up on the average of 10-12% each year
in the last five to seven years. Today, the
same home would be worth $191,000 at less
than a 10% annual increase in value. The
difference in home value, $33000, becomes
the equity of the home owner. The original
investment was $7900 and in two years it
becomes $33000. For the same return in
other investments, the annual rate of return

needs to be a little over 100% to beat that.
Certainly, I recommend friends purchase a
home because of comfort, convenience,
school districts, and other criteria as per
their preference, which should be of higher
priority than the financial gain. However,
the investment return is an attractive side
benefit.
Many people also take advantage of the
lower interest rate and refinance their home
to reduce their monthly payment and/or
shorten their payoff time period. Some
people, especially overseas born Asians like
to avoid debts and would like to pay down
their mortgages rapidly. It sounds
impressive to some people to brag about
not having to pay a mortgage anymore. It
makes sense depending on the borrowers’
age and stage in life. For some people in
midlife and at the peak of their careers, it
may not be the best idea. Debts are like
cholesterols. There are good cholesterol
and bad cholesterol. Mortgages are good
debts. Mortgages, due to the fact that it
usually has collateral at a higher value than
the loan amount, creditors consider that the
borrower is borrowing within means, which
is a good thing. Also, the low interest rates
of mortgages compared to other kinds of
loans such as personal loans or credit card
interest rates, as well as the tax deductibility
of mortgage interests, make mortgages

affordable. By carrying a mortgage, the
borrowers free up their financial resources
for other obligations and reduce the need
to carry other debts by consolidating into
their mortgages. So, when refinancing a
home, it is to the borrowers’ benefit to keep
the loan to value ratio high to totally
eliminate other debts and free up their
money for investments.
When the interest rate is so favorable
and there are many feature mortgage
programs that tailored to different people’s
needs, some people choose to purchase
investment properties. Owning and
operating an investment property (i.e.
playing landlord), is not for everybody. Just
like running a business is not for everybody.
However, if you have the right skills to deal
with the tenants and know what
neighborhood to operate that investment
housing, you can take additionally
advantage of leveraging your investment
via a right mortgage program to build up
your assets.
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

For a complimentary consultation, you
may reach Gigi Yau at 952-345-0977 or
cell
612-978-0045
or
gyau@deareymortgage.com.

YOUR PERSONAL ECONOMY
By David Buller, PhD, MBA, MA, American Express Financial Advisor

The U.S. recession may be over in the eyes
of many, but economic challenges clearly
still exist. The good news is that the gross
domestic product has grown consistently,
consumer spending has held up, and
business spending is slowly improving.
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Fiscal and monetary policies seem to be
lined up to spur growth. The stock market
continues a slow but steady ascent (over
the long run). If this expansion continues,
it should foster the further recovery of
economies worldwide. But how does all of
this affect you personally on a day-to-day
basis? There is “the economy” and then
there is your personal economy. Do you
have a personal economic forecast?
Certain financial traits are associated
with the Chinese community; such as strong
interest in savings, concern for children’s
future, diligent work ethic and search for
value. These provide a solid base for
individual financial success. This article
will concentrate on general issues in
personal finances, and subsequent articles
will provide additional details and insights
on particular topics, such as education
planning.

Personal Economy
Perhaps you suddenly need to purchase
braces for your 13-year-old child. Does that
throw your balance sheet into a tailspin?
Or maybe you are dealing with complicated

savings issues, trying to work
simultaneously toward many short-and
long-term goals. Are you buying a new
home? Having a baby? Caring for an aging
parent while saving for your child’s
education or your own retirement? Like
interest rates and corporate earnings in the
larger economy, events such as these in
your personal economy are interconnected
and greatly affect each other.
Everyone’s financial “big picture” is
affected by a variety of life events. These
are the specific events on which you must
focus your planning in order to gain control
of your financial future.

Your Personal Forecast
Your best long-term defense against
personal economic instability is to have a
plan or in other words a personal economic
forecast. However, according to a recent
survey from the Employee Benefit Research
Institute, workers as well as retirees say they
spent more time in the past year planning
for holidays and social events than

planning their finances. Half of all
households have not even calculated how
much money they will need to save by the
time they retire.
Consider working over the long term
with a financial advisor to get sound,
financial advice that’s personalized to you,
your unique situation and your individual
goals. Below are some major life events
that many of us experience, and some
investment decisions that you may want to
consider to get you started in taking control
of your personal economy.
When you get your first real job:
Start a savings account to build a cash
reserve.
Start a monthly retirement fund and
make regular monthly contributions, no
matter how small.
When you get a raise:

Increase your contributions to your
company-sponsored retirement plan.
 Increase your cash reserves.

PERSONAL ECONOMY cntinues on page 15
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State Structure of
People’s Republic of China (PRC)
By Lisong Liu

B

ased on public documents
and serving as an
objective description of
Chinese political systems
and the state organs, this
short article will talk about the state
organs including the National
People’s Congress (NPC), the
Presidency, the State Council, the
Central Military Commission
(CMC), the Supreme People’s Court
(SPC), the Supreme People’s
Procuratorate (SPP), and the
Chinese People’s Political
Consultative Conference (CPPCC). In the
beginning, however, it is necessary to look
at how the state organs are defined and
related to the Constitution and the
Communist Party of China (CPC).

Constitution and the Communist
Party of China (CPC)
Constitution. The existing Constitution
of China was adopted by the 5th session of
the 5 th National People’s Congress on
December 4, 1982 and was amended several
times respectively in 1988, 1993 and 1999.
The Constitution defines the socialist
system as the basic system of China, and
establishes the status of the leadership of
CPC in China, which is to lead people to
build socialism with Chinese characteristics.
The Constitution defines the fundamental
rights and duties of citizens, the National
Flag, the National Emblem and the Capital,
as well as the state structure at both central
and local levels.
CPC. The CPC is the sole party in
power in China. Established in 1921, CPC
now has a total membership of more than 60
million belonging to more than 3 million
grassroots organizations. The central
leading organ of the Party is the National
Party Congress (NPC) and the Central
Committee it elects. NPC is held once every
five years.
The leading organs of power in the
Central Committee include the Politburo, its
Standing Committee, and the general
secretary of the Central Committee. The
Secretariat is the principle administrative
body of the Politburo and its Standing
Committee. The central organs of the Party
also include the Central Military Commission
and the Central Commission for Discipline
Inspection.

Structure of the State
National People’s Congress (NPC).
According to the Constitution, the NPC is
the highest organ of state power. Deputies
to the NPC are elected from the provinces,
autonomous regions, municipalities directly
under the central committee and the armed
forces. The NPC is elected for a term of five

Above: Chinese National Flag
years, and meets in session once a year.
Among NPC’s main functions and powers
are formulations of laws, delegating
authority, policy formulation, and
supervision of other governing organs.
The Standing Committee of the NPC is
convened once every two months. It is
composed of the Chairman, Vice chairman,
Secretary-general and other members,
currently 153 in total. The terms of office of
the Standing Committee corresponds with
that of the NPC. The Chairman and Vice
Chairman of the Committee shall not serve
more than two consecutive terms. Currently
there are eight permanent special
committees representing the NPC.
Presidency. The presidency of PRC
exercises the power of the head of the state
according to decisions of the NPC and its
Standing Committee, and is the supreme
representative of China both internally and
externally. To be elected, the candidate must
be citizen of the PRC and must have reached
the age of 45. The power of the president
includes promulgating statutes adopted by
the NPC, appointing and removing members
of the State Council, proclaim martial law,
declare a state of war and issue orders of
mobilization, etc. To this day, there are six
men that have held the office of presidency
of the People’s Republic of China: Mao
Zedong, Liu Shaoqi, Li Xiannian, Yang
Shangkun, Jiang Zemin, and Hu Jintao
currently.
State Council The State Council is the
highest executive organ of state power. It is
responsible for carrying out the principles
and policies of the CPC, as well as the
regulations and laws adopted by the NPC.
It deals with a variety of affairs like China’s
internal politics, finance, economy, culture,
education, diplomacy and national defense.
It is composed of a Premier, Vice-Premiers,
State Councilors, ministers in charge of
ministries and commissions, the Auditorgeneral and the Secretary-general. The term
for the position in the State Council is five
years, and the incumbents can not be
reappointed after two successive terms.
The Central Military Commission
(CMC) The CMC is the highest state
military organ commanding the entire armed

forces in the country. It is elected
for a term of five years and can be
reelected. The primary organs under
the Commission include: Ministry of
Defense, which is the organ for
military affairs in the State Council;
Headquarters of the General Staff,
General political Department, General
Logistics Department, and General
Armament
Department;
Headquarters of the various
branches of the armed forces; and
Headquarters of the various area
military commands, which is the
highest commanding bodies of
consolidated military forces in each
strategic region. China now has a 3 million
armed forces heading towards normalization
and modernization.
Supreme People’s Court (SPC). The
SPC is the highest judicial organ in China.
According to the Constitution, its
responsibilities include trying cases that
have the greatest influence in China,
supervising the work of local courts and
special courts at every level, giving judicial
explanations of the specific utilization of
laws in the judicial process that must be
carried out across the nation. The President
of the SPC is elected by the NPC with each
term of five years, and can not be reelected
after two successive terms. The SPC is
composed of a judicial committee (the
highest judicial organization, consisting of
the president, vice presidents, presiding
judges, vice presiding judges and judges),
and various courts. China’s trial system
follows a two-hearing system in the trial
process.
The Supreme People’s Procuratorate
(SPP). The people’s procuratorates in PRC
are law supervision organs of the state,
including the Supreme People’s
Procuratorate (SPP), local people’s
procuratorates and military procuratorates.
The main tasks of the SPP are to exercise
leadership and ensure the unity and correct
implementation of state laws. There are 15

functional departments in the Supreme
People’s Procuratorate.

The Chinese People’s Political
Consultative Conference
(CPPCC)
Under the Constitution, the system of
multi-party cooperation and political
consultation under the leadership of the
CPC is a basic system in China, and shall
continue to exist and develop. The CPPCC
is an organization of the patriotic united
front of the Chinese people. It is composed
of the CPC, other political parties, mass
organizations, different ethnic groups and
representative public personages from all
walks of life, representatives of compatriots
of Taiwan, Hong Kong and Macao as well
as returned overseas Chinese and other
specially invited people. The National
Committee of the CPPCC serves for a term
of five years and holds a plenary session
once every year. Its Standing Committee
presides over the work of the National
Committee, and is composed of the
Chairman, Vice Chairmen, Secretary-general
and members. There are 34 units including
CPC and the other 8 parties that took part in
the past 10th CPPCC National Committee in
March of 2003.
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Make the Tipping Point
Work for You
By Marlene Schoenberg, Ethnic Communication Arts

P.C. in Richfield, MN writes:
Dear Marlene,
I read a book about the concept
of the “tipping point” and wonder
how this relates to speech and
language improvement for Asian
speakers?

Dear P.C.,
I also recently read the book, The
Tipping Point, by Malcolm Gladwell and
found it fascinating. He talks about a
phenomenon related to both the spread of
epidemics and the spread of business
marketing. The book sparked some insights
into how this principle can be applied to
refining speech and language skills.
What is “The Tipping Point”? In short,
the tipping point can be described as a small
but precisely targeted push at the right time
to create a desired result. It describes
behaviors which reach a certain threshold,
and then quickly become widespread. This
could be a contagious disease or just a hot
fashion trend. Gladwell often describes it in
terms of “social epidemics.”
He discusses three main principles:
1. The Law of the Few
2. Stickiness
3. The Power of Context
The Law of the Few refers to 3 types of
key people with particular social gifts who
influence trends, social or health situations.
Mavens are trusted experts to whom people
turn for advice. Connectors are those who
have influence in many social circles and
bring people together. These influential
individuals are master net workers.
Salesmen (or salespeople) are those who
enthusiastically and constantly tell other
people about ideas that they believe in.
Stickiness refers to how strongly people
remember ideas. In other words, this means
how well a concept sticks in your brain. TV
commercial jingles are good examples of
stickiness. You just can’t get those catchy
tunes out of your mind.
The Power of Context makes a huge
difference in how widespread trends
become. Crime in New York City was
significantly reduced by focusing resources
on cleaning up graffiti in subway cars and
cracking down on minor transit crimes to
create a more positive anti-crime context.
So how does reducing crime in New York
City, as described by Gladwell, relate to
learning speech and language skills? Read
on.
“The tipping point” talks about a magic
moment when a situation crosses a
threshold. This can also be related to
learning. Students learning how to read for
the first time need to reach a critical mass of
reading before the skill becomes automatic.

Babies spend a year listening and practicing
before they utter their first real words.
There are three areas in adult speech
and language learning where we can apply
“the tipping point”.
The first application occurs in the
decision to seek out pronunciation training.
A Chinese professional might be
considering taking speech coaching but it’s
not a priority until an influential colleague
recommends his own successful program.
Because of the readiness for, and prior
consideration of this idea, an enthusiastic
recommendation creates the tipping point
toward making the decision.
It is not unusual for several people in
one department to sign up for the training
after hearing some positive feedback. Word
of mouth is effective advertising. It is
contagious in a good sense, just like a smile.
Another
application
is
in
comprehension of another language for the
advanced beginner or low intermediate
student. When can new language learners
understand the news on the radio? A lot
depends on understanding context and
background information.
I played an audio tape of a fast-paced
business conversation with many idiomatic
expressions for two Asian business
professionals. Neither of them understood
all of the American idioms, but one generally
understood the conversation and the other
didn’t. One was a physician who is used to
listening to a variety of symptoms to
pinpoint a diagnosis. The other was an
information technology specialist who
builds up small logical facts to create a
program.
The physician could read between the
lines and was used to hearing paragraph
length fast paced conversations in English.
The second student easily got overloaded.
In The Tipping Point, Gladwell talks about
the number seven and human memory. It
could be that a paragraph with more than
seven sentences is harder to follow.
The third and most interesting
application of the tipping point is the
response to this question: What makes
newly acquired pronunciation skills more
automatic? This involves not only memory
stickiness but also, how well new skills are
used in different contexts. Competing old
information also reduces “stickiness” of new
information so the new learning must be
more vivid to upgrade the mental program.
Although the answer is simple, adults
have a hard time accepting it. The answer is
practice, practice and more practice, which
creates that stickiness in your brain. Just
like Velcro, new learning must be attached
to older memory traces. Practice lays down
new neuron pathways. Memorizing new
motor speech patterns makes them stick.
Speech is a motor skill, like learning to
play the piano. You can watch a video about
playing the piano (or doing aerobics) but if
you don’t exercise your muscles nothing
happens. Making it automatic requires
consistent practice of rapid pattern

sequences in order to put the newly learned
information into your long-term memory.
The coach can guide you, but the student
has to work at it.
With the right
teacher, students
can keep working
through
the
frustrating
moments, use
back
door
approaches and
develop faith in
the process.
Sometimes, it
seems
like
nothing
is
happening when
you
are
practicing. But
silently,
just
beneath
the
surface, the pathways are being gradually
established until one day you can do what
you thought was impossible. I have seen it
happen over and over again.

A spark can create a wildfire or set a
finely tuned engine into motion. I challenge
you to find something significant to fine
tune that makes a difference for you. Well
positioned practice can expand and
illuminate your world.
What is that small thing that you need
to do to improve your speaking skills? Is it
to speak slower? Is it to speak louder? Is it
to remember the difference between /r/ and
/l/? If you practice one small but important
skill consistently, you may reach the tipping
point to move you to the next level and
greater professional success.
Over the past 16 years, accent expert
Marlene Schoenberg has provided
speech coaching for professionals in the
Twin Cities' Chinese community. She will
share her experience and knowledge
about accent issues at work on a regular basis in China Insight.
Please e- mail your questions to
Marlene at ethcom@winternet.com.

PERSONAL ECONOMY from page 12
When you get married:
 Determine your new investment
contributions and allocations, taking into
account your combined income and
expenses.
When you buy your first home:
Invest some of your non-retirement
savings in a short-term investment
specifically for funding your down
payment, closing and moving costs.
Talk with your financial advisor about
methods to avoid private mortgage
insurance costs.
When you have a baby:
Increase your cash reserves.
Increase your life insurance.
Create or update your will.
Start a college fund.
When you change jobs:
Review your investment strategy and
asset allocation to accommodate your new
salary and a different benefits package.
Consider your distribution options for
your company’s retirement savings or
pension plans.
When you reach age 55:
 Review your retirement fund asset
allocation to accommodate the shorter timeframe for your investments.
When you retire:
 Carefully study the options you may
have for taking money from your company

retirement plan. Review alternatives with
your financial advisor.
In any life stage:
Decide how you will secure liquidity
for emergencies, and do not restrict
yourself to accounts that pay annual
interest of one percent or less. Your
financial advisor may be able to explain
methods to increase return on your cash
reserves.
Be careful about reliance on group life
insurance.
 If you can tolerate some risk, you
should have a portion of your portfolio in
equities to help protect your savings from
being devalued because of inflation.
 Every investment decision should
include tax considerations. Be sure to ask
your advisor about tax implications.
For a complimentary consultation without
cost or obligation, you may reach David
Buller
at
651-635-1804
or
david.w.buller@aexp.com.
This information is provided for
informational purposes only. The
information is intended to be generic in
nature and should not be applied or relied
upon in any particular situation without
the advice of your tax, legal and/or your
financial advisor. The views expressed
may not be suitable for every situation.
American Express Financial Advisors Inc.
Member NASD. American Express
Company is separate from American
Express Financial Advisors Inc. and is not
a broker-dealer.
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